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After getting home from
school, Lizzie is
surprised to hear that
her parents are
fostering another yorkie
puppy. After all, their
last yorkie foster,
Princess, was a little
spoiled. But Biggie is
Princess's total opposite:
He's energetic and
tenacious! Can Lizzie find
this teeny puppy with a
big heart a perfect
home?

"When the magic tree
house whisks Jack and
Annie back in time, they
land in the tallest tree in
Yosemite, California
where they join nature
conservationist, John
Muir, and US President
Teddy Roosevelt on a
historic trip through the
woods"

Drake's friends Mina and
Caspar, their dragons,
and Worm were trapped
in stone by the evil
wizard Astrid who has
stolen their dragons'
powers, but Drake
himself was saved from
a similar fate by Astrid's
sister Hulda; now
because of his strong
connection with Worm,
Drake is able to help his
dragon to break free,
but to free the others
they need the
assistance of three
other dragons--a lava
dragon, a sea dragon,
and a wind dragon--and
they have to do it
before Astrid can steal
the powers of even
more dragons.

When you're with
Geronimo Stilton, it's
always a fabumouse
adventure!
Geronimo takes a
vacation to the Camel
Oasis!



Sascha Nelson and her
best friend Nicole Miller
love to cook! After
school, they spend their
time concocting new
dishes in the kitchen. So
when their favorite TV
show Kids Big Chef
Food Fights comes to
their school for a special
competition, they're
ecstatic! But with school
cheaters Ashli and Diggs
also in the show, things
don't seem as fun
anymore. When Sascha
and Nicole buy a
mysterious can called
Monster Blood is Back,
they use it to get back
at Ashli and Diggs. But
as the Monster Blood
grows and grows, can
the two get the slime
under control or will it
swallow up the
competition?


